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Article Body:
While creating your own playground will take some planning, it is for certain that your kids w
First of all, you need to assess the size of the area as well as available materials for your
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How much space is available for a playground?<br>
Is the area sheltered or mostly outdoors? <br>
Are you willing to build the equipment from scratch or would you rather buy them as kits? <b
How much money will you set aside for the project?<br>
What safety issues do you foresee with the playground?

Space<br>
One thing you should remember: bigger doesn´t necessarily mean better. This is particularly so

Selections for playground pieces have also corresponded to customers with the limited space an

Material <br>
Now comes the choice: Metal? Plastic? Wood? What are the pros and cons? Here is a brief run-th

Play sets made of plastic are perfect for small children. They are light and therefore setup i
Metal playground pieces should be made galvanized to prevent rust from forming. Painting also
Play sets made from quality wood like redwood and cedar are more sturdy and attractive. Given

To buy or to build?<br>
Metal and plastic play sets are factory-manufactured and are available in local stores or onli

It will be good to remember that you will need to assemble these sets yourself. This can be do
If you choose to get a wood play set you have these options:

- Save money by buying a detailed kit (except for the wood, which you need to buy yourself). Y
- You can buy the kit, which includes the wood you will be working on. The wood comes pre-cut

- If assembly is not really your thing, you can avail of the kit and installation services and

Finally, you need to go over the play set and play area thoroughly for safety issues. It is be

The work it takes to build a playground may be exhausting. But it is definitely time well spen
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